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ABSTRACT

Research indicates that the manipulation of spatial distance between objects in a previously experienced environment may go unnoticed when the categorical information of these objects, such as their order, matches that of memory for the environment. Using a repeated measures design, we investigated whether manipulations of spatial distance in virtual reality (VR) can influence treadmill exercise performance (i.e., walking distance) in patients with intermittent claudication; a cramping pain or discomfort in the legs, which occurs during exercise. Participants (N = 19) carried out 4 treadmill exercise sessions; 1 without VR and 3 with a VR environment to move through while walking. They were instructed to walk until the pain forced them to stop. All VR sessions contained the same environment, but in the second and third session it was ‘stretched’ and ‘compressed’. Walking distance was not influenced by the mere addition of VR. However, both VR manipulations led to greater walking distance than the VR baseline session and participants walked furthest when presented with the stretched environment. The results indicate that the manipulation of spatial distance in VR can be of clinical relevance; a finding that may be applied in the development of future medical applications.
Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) is a computer technology that typically allows the user to look around in an artificial world, move through it, and interact with it. VR is thereby capable of inducing a strong ‘sense of presence’, which is commonly described as the feeling of being physically situated within a spatial environment portrayed by a medium (see Wirth et al., 2007). It is thought that an increased sense of presence magnifies user effects [e.g., the extent to which users respond realistically to the mediated environment] and that this, in turn, increases the effectiveness of applications (Cummings & Bailenson, 2016). This is not only of great value for the entertainment industry, but has also proven to be useful in the field of healthcare, for clinicians and patients alike. For instance, VR exposure therapy has helped people overcome specific phobias, such as fear of heights or spiders, since at least the mid-1990s (Rothbaum et al., 1995; for meta-analyses, see e.g., Morina, Ijntema, Meyerbröker, & Emmelkamp, 2015; Parsons & Rizzo, 2008). Another popular example is the use of VR as a pain reduction technique in the treatment of acute pain (Garrett et al., 2014), such as pain experienced during wound care by patients with severe burn injuries (Hoffman et al., 2008; Hoffman, Patterson, Carrougher, & Sharar, 2001).

Overall, VR in healthcare is still in its early days in terms of novel treatment paradigms. In case of VR exposure therapy, the added value over real-life (in vivo) exposure seems to be that it allows exposure to all kinds of real-world situations [e.g., standing on top of a building or being surrounded by spiders] at a single location, thereby providing a cost- and time-efficient alternative. There are other advantages, such as that VR allows control over the artificial stimuli [i.e., the virtual environment can be adjusted or abandoned at any given moment], but the main benefits seem to be of practical nature. In case of VR as a pain reduction technique, being able to induce a sense of being situated within a VR environment serves a different purpose. Although the exact mechanisms remain unclear, VR is generally hypothesized to be capable of reducing pain by means of distraction (Garrett et al., 2014). Conscious attention is required to process pain signals and VR can provide an engaging environment which draws a lot of attentional resources, leaving less attention available to process these pain signals (Hoffman et al., 2001).

Although VR is used effectively in the aforementioned examples, its most valuable feature may be that it is not subject to the same limitations as the physical world; VR allows the user’s environment to be manipulated in ways that are difficult or even impossible to realize otherwise. It is therefore relevant to establish which manipulations VR allows for, to test their user effects, and to explore whether these manipulations can be of clinical relevance. Such knowledge may serve as guidelines for the development of future medical applications and the aim of our study was to contribute in this line...
of research. Cuperus and van der Ham (2016) previously investigated the effect of manipulating the spatial distance between objects in VR on memory. In this study, participants took shots at a target on a football field and were shown three different types of VR replays of their performance on this task; one accurate representation of actual performance and two manipulated representations in which the distance between the ball and the target was adjusted. One manipulation made performance seem worse (miss distances multiplied by 1.5) and the other made performance seem better (miss distances multiplied by 0.5). Interestingly, however, all three were considered equally accurate representations of actual performance, indicating that the distance manipulations were not noticed. Moreover, the type of manipulation positively correlated with participants’ feeling of competence with respect to the task.

The results of this football study can be explained in light of how people memorize spatial relations between objects and between objects and themselves. Kosslyn (1987) proposed a distinction between the representations of coordinate (metric) and categorical spatial relations (e.g., the side of an object in relation to another object). Typically, people are not very accurate in memorizing the precise metric properties of objects and their locations, especially after longer temporal delays. The same holds true for memory retrieval, which is a reconstructive process (Bartlett, 1932) that is susceptible to misleading, suggestive information (Loftus, 2005). The VR replays in the study by Cuperus and van der Ham matched participants’ memory in terms of the categorical spatial relations that were of main importance to the task (i.e., the side of the target along which the ball passed for each shot), which could well explain why the manipulations were not noticed.

In the present study, we investigated whether the manipulation of spatial distance in VR can also be of clinical relevance. We focused on a specific clinical population: patients with intermittent claudication (IC). IC is a cramping pain or discomfort in the legs, which occurs during exercise, such as walking, and is relieved with rest (Lane, Ellis, Watson, & Leng, 2014). Most often it is a symptom of peripheral artery disease, in which the arteries that supply blood to the limbs are obstructed due to atherosclerosis. Current guidelines appoint supervised exercise therapy, consisting of treadmill or track walking to moderate claudication pain, as primary treatment for patients with IC. A meta-analysis shows that this generally decreases patients’ functional impairment, which is usually quantified as the distance that patients can walk before pain forces them to stop (Lane et al., 2014). However, motivating patients for such a painful exercise program forms a barrier to widespread prescription of supervised exercise therapy for all patients diagnosed with IC (Fokkenrood et al., 2014).

First, we tested whether VR can serve as a pain reduction technique in patients with IC. Up till now, all studies about pain and VR focused solely on pain outside control of the patient (e.g., pain experienced during wound care). What is special about claudication pain is that it is produced ‘actively’ by walking. Based on previous
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Analgesic effects of VR on pain (for a review, see Garrett et al., 2014) we expected that an engaging VR environment would also distract patients with IC from the pain in their legs during treadmill exercise and that this would lead to greater exercise performance (i.e., greater walking distance), thereby possibly increasing therapy effectiveness. Next, we examined whether manipulating the spatial characteristics in the VR environment in two subsequent VR treadmill exercise sessions would influence exercise performance further, by ‘stretching’ and ‘compressing’ the environment in the direction of its walkway. When learning a route, people initially build up knowledge of landmarks. Metric properties such as distance or temporal duration are believed to be acquired gradually with experience (McNamara, Sluzenski, & Rump, 2008), so in interpreting the environment in subsequent VR sessions we expected patients to rely mostly on the categorical information they acquired earlier. Because this information (i.e., landmarks and their order) matched that of the first VR session, we expected that the spatial manipulations would not be noticed (Cuperus & van der Ham, 2016). The subsequent sessions also included a flag which marked the location of the previously reached walking distance (± 10%, depending on condition), thereby setting visual, attainable goals. We reasoned that patients would be motivated to pass or at least reach their prior record, leading to increased treadmill walking distance in the stretched VR condition and decreased walking distance in the compressed VR condition. Finally, aside from its effects on performance, we explored whether treadmill exercise with VR would be considered more enjoyable than exercise without VR.

Material and methods

Participants
To be eligible, participants had to be diagnosed with IC and follow supervised treadmill exercise therapy twice a week at one of three participating physiotherapy clinics. Exclusion criteria were motion sickness, balance problems, dementia and a history of heart disease or epilepsy. A total of 23 patients were recruited by their treating therapists. Data of three participants was excluded from analyses, as they did not finish all experimental sessions due to circumstances unrelated to IC or the experiment. Data of one participant was excluded because it contained a walking distance that was considered an outlier (outside the range of $M \pm 2.5 SD$ for the relevant measure and condition). The mean age of the remaining 19 participants (six male, 13 female) was 72.6 years (range 49–92; $SD = 11.6$). Comorbidity consisted of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (N = 6), diabetes mellitus type 2 (N = 4), peripheral neuropathy (N = 2), hypertension (N = 2), rheumatoid arthritis (N = 2), thyroid deficiency (N = 1) and hypercholesterolemia (N = 1).
Ethical approval
This study adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association, 2013). The Medical Ethical Committee Noord-Holland considered the study not to fall under the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (reg. no. M016-009), because participants were not subject to procedures and were not required to follow rules of behaviour.

Task and measures
Treadmill exercise task
Participants carried out a treadmill exercise task under four different conditions. They were instructed to walk as far as possible and to report the moment they wished to stop because the pain forced them to (i.e., their maximum walking distance) verbally.

Questionnaire
After all exercise tasks were finished, participants were asked to rate how fun they considered the exercise sessions with VR and the one without, on two 100 mm paper visual analogue scales (VAS) that ranged from 0 (no fun at all) to 100 (extremely fun; for similar measures of fun, see e.g., Hoffman et al., 2004; Wallot, Mitkidis, McGraw, & Roepstorff, 2016). The questionnaire also contained an open question about what they believed was being tested, to check if they noticed the VR environment was manipulated in the second and third VR session.

Conditions
Other than during regular treadmill exercise, in the no VR condition the treadmill’s information display was covered for participants so that no information about walking time or distance was available to them. Also, the treating therapists did not go into conversation with participants during exercise, but remained silent and out of participants’ vision. In addition to this, in the VR baseline condition participants moved through the VR environment while walking on the treadmill. This environment consisted of a colourful forest with a walkway and contained several dynamic elements that were intended to distract from the pain during walking, such as animals crossing the path and the trees constantly changing colour over time (see Fig. 1). Sound was found to enhance the analgesic effect of VR (Johnson & Coxon, 2016), so sounds were included of animals and of the wind blowing through the trees. In two subsequent VR conditions a flag was added to the same environment at the location matching the walking distance reached in the prior VR session. Furthermore, the whole environment, including the newly added flag, was stretched and compressed in the direction of the walkway by 10% (in comparison to the baseline environment), thereby increasing (VR increased) and decreasing (VR decreased) the distance between all objects.
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Because the VR baseline condition needed to be followed by the other VR conditions, we were limited in our ability to randomize the order of conditions. Participants who started their first session without VR were offered the VR baseline condition in the second session. For the ones who started with the VR baseline condition, the last exercise session contained no VR. Furthermore, for half of all participants VR baseline was followed by VR decreased and then VR increased and for the other half it was followed by VR increased and then VR decreased. This amounted to a total of four different orders of conditions to which participants were assigned based on order of entry:

1. No VR → VR baseline → VR decreased → VR increased
2. No VR → VR baseline → VR increased → VR decreased
3. VR baseline → VR decreased → VR increased → No VR
4. VR baseline → VR increased → VR decreased → No VR

Procedure
The experiment took place in the three clinics where participants normally carried out their treadmill exercise and consisted of four treadmill exercise sessions; one for each
condition, separated from each other by periods of three days. To make sure that the same procedure was followed in each clinic, all measurements were carried out by the same experimenter. The treating therapists were always present as well, so they could intervene if deemed necessary (but this was never the case). To reduce environmental noise, no other people were allowed inside the exercise area and all doors and windows were closed. Furthermore, the temperature was always set to 21 °C and participants’ sessions were all scheduled at the same time for each day.

Before the first exercise session, participants read the information sheet and signed the consent form. The information sheet stated that the goal of the experiment was to test the effects of moving through a VR environment on walking performance several times. Participants were verbally instructed about the experiment, after which they took a seat for 5 min. This way they could recover from any possible fatigue caused by walking up the stairs towards the exercise area for instance. They then stepped onto the treadmill for the first exercise session. The ones who started with the VR baseline session also put on a VR headset through which the VR environment was visible during exercise. The treadmill was then started at participants’ usual treadmill exercise speed. In the VR session, this speed was also manually entered in the settings of the application so that the visuals would match participants’ walking speed. The distance value (measured in meters) matching the verbally reported moment participants wished to stop was read from the treadmill’s information display, after which the treadmill was turned off. The following three sessions followed the same procedure and participants filled out the questionnaire after the last session. They were then informed about the actual goal of the experiment and were told in which order the different VR conditions were offered.

Materials
The VR application was developed in collaboration with Triple [Alkmaar, the Netherlands] and Gamedia [Alkmaar, the Netherlands]. The VR headset we used was the first consumer edition of the Oculus Rift [Oculus VR; Menlo Park, California] and the PC we used to run the application on was equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 graphics card [NVIDIA; Santa Clara, California]. This allowed the application to run at a high frame rate (90 FPS). Life Fitness F3 [Life Fitness; Rosemont, Illinois] fixed-speed treadmills were used in all three clinics. The main statistical analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS Statistics 23 [IBM; Chicago, Illinois]. We used G*Power 3.1.9.2 for Windows [Düsseldorf, Germany] to carry out the power analyses.

In VR, there is a perceptual distortion of the speed of optic flow. Whereas in normal walking the ratio of optic flow to speed of walking, known as ‘visual gain’, is 1:1, in VR the optic flow needs to be relatively faster for it to appear normal [Powell, 2011]. Optimal perceived visual gain was reported to be as low as 1.3:1 [Durgin et al., 2005] and as
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high as 2:1 (Kassler, Feasel, Lewek, Brooks Jr, & Whitton, 2010). Not only is it dependent on several setup-related factors, such as the inclusion of near-space objects in VR (Nilsson, Serafin, & Nordahl, 2014) or the geometric field of view size (Nilsson, Serafin, & Nordahl, 2015), but there is also considerable variation between individuals in the perception of visual gain (Durgin et al., 2005). We set the visual gain to 1.3:1 in our experiment. Participants were told that this ratio could be adjusted if it felt unrealistic, but none of them reported this to be the case.

Data analyses
As participants differed from one another in their degree of functional impairment, we did not use absolute walking distances in the analyses. Instead, for each participant we divided the walking distance of each session by the total walking distance of all four sessions and multiplied these scores by 100, allowing a comparison of relative differences in performance between participants. For the hypothesis that the addition of VR would lead to increased walking distance, these scores were then compared with a paired samples t-test (no VR vs. VR baseline). Second, we analysed the answer to the open question of the questionnaire by separating and describing answers indicating that participants noticed any kind of difference between the VR environments from answers indicating that they noticed no difference at all. Next, a repeated measures ANOVA was carried out to test whether the manipulation of spatial distance influenced walking distance, with manipulation type (VR baseline vs. VR increased vs. VR decreased) as within-subjects factor. We also conducted a post-hoc power analysis based on the outcome of the repeated measures ANOVA to determine the power we achieved with the sample that we included in the study. This was followed by an a priori power analysis to indicate the necessary sample size for an adequate reproduction of the results. Finally, to test whether VR was considered more enjoyable, the VAS scores on subjective experience of fun (no VR vs. VR) were compared with a paired samples t-test.

Results
Fig. 2 shows the mean walking distance for each treadmill exercise condition. The paired samples t-test showed that the average walking distance in the first exercise session with VR did not significantly differ from the average distance in the session without VR, $t(18) = .67, p = .51$. This suggests that the mere addition of VR did not influence exercise performance.
None of participants' answers to the open question of the questionnaire indicated that they noticed any kind of difference between the three VR environments. It therefore seems that the spatial manipulation of distance in the second and third VR session were not noticed.

The repeated measures ANOVA showed that walking distance was significantly influenced by type of manipulation, $F(2, 36) = 32.55, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .64$. Post-hoc Bonferroni corrected $t$-tests showed that the average distance in the baseline VR session was significantly smaller than the average distance in both the VR increased condition, $p < .01$, and VR decreased condition, $p < .01$. Also, participants walked significantly further in the VR increased condition than in the VR decreased condition, $p < .01$.

With an effect size $f$ of 1.33, alpha set at .05, correlation among repeated measures at .50 and nonsphericity correction at 1.00, the post-hoc power analysis showed that the achieved power was 1.00. The a priori power analysis further indicated that in order to adequately reproduce these results, a study should include at least eight participants.

Finally, the second paired samples $t$-test indicated that participants rated the exercise session without VR ($M = 49.84, SE = 5.67$) as significantly less fun than the sessions with VR ($M = 76.89, SE = 4.94$), $t(18) = 4.42, p < .01, d = 1.02$. 

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Fig. 2.** Mean percentage of total walking distance for each treadmill exercise condition. The error bars represent standard errors.
Discussion

The most valuable feature of VR may be that it is not subject to the same limitations as the physical world; it allows the user’s environment to be manipulated in ways that are difficult or even impossible to realize otherwise. The main aim of our study was to investigate whether the manipulation of spatial distance in VR can be of clinical relevance and this was tested in patients with IC. Based on what we know about the analgesic effects of VR on pain from other studies, we first tested whether VR can serve as a pain reduction technique in patients with IC during treadmill exercise, leading to increased exercise performance. Second, we examined whether manipulating the spatial characteristics in the VR environment in two subsequent VR treadmill exercise sessions would influence performance further.

VR is generally hypothesized to be capable of reducing pain by means of distraction [Garrett et al., 2014]. We expected that an engaging VR environment would also distract patients with IC from the pain in their legs during treadmill exercise and that this would lead to increased treadmill exercise performance. However, we found that walking distance in the first exercise session with VR did not differ from the distance in the session without VR, which suggests that exercise performance was not influenced by the addition of VR. One explanation for this may be found in that claudication pain builds up gradually during exercise. Research suggests that pain competes with other attention-demanding stimuli for an overlapping set of limited cognitive resources (Buhle & Wager, 2010; Moriarty, McGuire, & Finn, 2011), which means that as pain increases, the effectiveness of distraction may decrease. Perhaps the distracting elements of the VR application we used were not intense enough to distract participants from the higher levels of pain towards the end of exercise. We therefore do not rule out the possibility that a more distracting VR environment, or an environment that becomes more intense as pain increases, can increase exercise performance in patients with IC and we believe this is worth further investigation.

In two subsequent VR conditions, the whole environment was stretched and compressed in the direction of the walkway. Because the categorical information (i.e., landmarks and their order) in these sessions matched that of the baseline VR session, we expected that these spatial manipulations would not be noticed [Cuperus & van der Ham, 2016]. The answers to the open question of the questionnaire indicated that this was indeed the case. The subsequent sessions also included a flag which marked the location of the walking distance reached in the prior VR session (± 10%, depending on condition), thereby setting visual, attainable goals. We reasoned that patients would be motivated to pass or at least reach their prior record, leading to increased walking distance in the stretched VR condition and decreased distance in the compressed VR condition. This was partially confirmed; the results showed...
that participants walked furthest when presented with the stretched environment, but also that they walked least in the VR baseline session, instead of in the session with the compressed environment. Although a possible criticism might be that the sample size of the present study was on the small side, our power analyses showed that an adequate reproduction of these effects requires only about half the number of participants we tested.

A probable explanation for the weaker performance in the baseline session seems to be that a lack of visual goals in this session resulted in lower motivation and, in turn, smaller walking distance. More important, however, is the observation that both the second and third VR session contained the same visual goal, while participants walked further with the stretched environment. This is interesting, because it seems that they did not notice the difference between the different conditions, which indicates that treadmill exercise can benefit from the increase of spatial distance in VR. However, the link between motivation, pain, and walking distance comes into question here; did participants reach greater distances because they were motivated to surpass prior records and/or did they experience more pain post exercise? In contrast, if motivation was lower in the baseline condition, this may not only have resulted in smaller walking distance, but also in less pain. Measures of motivation and pain were not included in the study, but we do think that future studies should take these into account. Also, we suggest that future research should explore the boundaries of distance manipulations (i.e., to what extent do they go unnoticed and under which conditions), as well as their possible utility with respect to medical conditions other than IC.

Conclusion

Taken together, the results of our study indicate that the manipulation of spatial distance in VR can be of clinical relevance; a finding that may be applied in the development of future medical applications. Furthermore, treadmill exercise with VR was considered more enjoyable than exercise without VR, which in itself is an indication that therapy can benefit from this type of VR applications.